
A six-point checklist for 
evaluating intelligent 
automation as a front-end 
revenue cycle solution
Deciding to pursue intelligent automation as a front-end 
revenue cycle solution is a good choice. But the next choice–
with whom to partner–can either put a healthcare organization 
on the road to success or cost precious time and resources. 
The following checklist can be a starting point for finding a 
partner that can address your organization’s unique challenges:

1. A comprehensive platform that is customizable 
based on needs

 □ Look for a partner that can support revenue cycle automation 
in all areas: patient registration, financial clearance, check-in, 
scheduling, authorizations, and claim statusing for follow-up 

 □Ask for an automation assessment to identify both qualitative 
and quantitative operational metrics

 □Use these metrics in combination with the defined solution and 
scope to develop a highly personalized ROI model to drive value 
and outcomes

2. Scalable to account for organizational growth

 □As every organization’s revenue cycle needs will change over time, 
look for tools that can scale as practices expand or change

 □A scalable solution should allow practices to customize 
automation to align with claim rules to reduce inaccurate 
registration data



See how Notable’s intelligent 
automation platform can 
boost revenue performance 
for your organization by 
requesting a demo today.

3. Consumer-grade patient intake and registration 
technology that gathers patient information accurately

 □Seek a tool that uses optical character recognition (OCR) and 
machine visual technologies to extract data from an insurance 
card, understand its contents and accurately and automatically 
select the patient’s insurance plan in the system every time–all 
without staff intervention

 □An automation intake agent that enables patients to complete a 
fully digital pre-visit registration

 □An automation agent that allows patients to self-report clinical 
information

4. Fast, accurate authorization that identifies, submits 
and tracks all authorizations without staff intervention

 □Search out a tool that can determine whether authorizations are 
required, manage instant approval submissions, and conduct 
statusing, all without staff having to click a button

 □A sophisticated system will have the ability to drive authorizations 
all the way to completion without requiring staff intervention

5. An ongoing commitment to safety, security and 
accessibility for patients and caregivers

 □Seek out solutions that not only encrypt data in transit and at 
rest, but also:

 □Maintain HITRUST CSF certification

 □Maintain compliance with the standards from sources including 
the HIPAA Security Rule and NIST SP 800-171

6. Ongoing measurement and reporting that drives 
value creation and mutual accountability

 □Ask potential partners how they capture and report on the three 
core components that allow for a true assessment of the value of 
automation: efficiency, staff capacity and revenue

 □ Identify a tool that can instill a loop of continuous feedback to 
improve outcomes

 □Drive alignment on goals and surface progress against key 
performance indicators

 □A reporting interface that provides insights to inform data-driven 
solutions

https://www.notablehealth.com/request-a-demo

